During the month of October, the International Month of School Libraries, students at „D.A. Sturdza” Middle School, Iasi, Romania, have celebrated through several activities that highlighted their creativity, talent and knowledge.

The class of preschoolers A, coordinated by miss Paula Braescu, the first class A, coordinated by miss Simona Lutic and the third class C, coordinated by miss Loredana Ştefan have participated at exchanging bookmarks with pupils from Portugal (from Guarda and Póvoa de Varzim) and Russia (Celyabinsk). This was a good opportunity for our pupils to learn new things about these places and cultures and to tell other students about our city and school.

Also this month, preschoolers from class A and Miss Paula Braescu have initiated a contest between all the classrooms in the school. The contest was called „Donate a book for the school’s library” and the class that donated the most books won a cake.

Classrooms 6th and 7th, coordinated by Romanian Language teachers, Ionela Ene and Irina Petrisor and the librarian Daniela Dorcu have participated at a book presentation contest called „Go and read!”.

All the pupils and teachers have participated with much enthusiasm at all the activities and are already making plans for next year.

We would like to thank all the project’s organizers for the occasion they have offered to school libraries to emphasize their importance in the process of education.